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Abbreviation

The following table explains abbreviations, which stand for full name of Vietnam banks, used throughout the presentation

Ticker Listed on Bank name

ACB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Asia Commercial Bank

BID Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Bank for Investment and Development of Vietnam

CTG Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Vietinbank

EIB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Eximbank

HDB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Ho Chi Minh Development Bank

LPB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Lien Viet Post Bank

MBB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Military Bank

MSB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Maritime Bank

OCB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Orient Commercial Bank

SHB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Saigon-Hanoi Bank

SSB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Southeast Asia Bank

STB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Sacombank

TCB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Techcombank

TPB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Tien Phong Bank

VCB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Vietcombank

VIB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Vietnam International Bank

VPB Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HSX) Vietnam Prosperity Bank 
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General sector outlook

2022 outlook

▪ 2022E credit growth could reach between +14% to
+15% YoY (2020A: +12.2% YoY and 2021E: +13% YoY),
supported by i) continuing economic recovery
after lockdowns, and ii) the recently approved (by
the National Assembly) economy rescue package
of VND 350tn (USD 14.7bn) starting in 2022. The
package, the largest one since the country’s
establishment, is expected to enhance
consumptions and business demands.

▪ Net interest margin (NIM) in 2022E should
increase mainly because of i) strong recovery of
lending to small-and-medium enterprises (SMEs)
and individuals (these categories offer higher
NIMs), ii) gradually increasing lending interest
rates, and iii) growing CASA (current account and
saving account) structure to reduce capital costs.

▪ Regarding asset quality, Circular (03), effective on
13 March 2021, was on-time to amend to help
banks with Covid-19 impaired loans. Circular 03
allows banks to restructure bad debts.

3-year perspective

The sector should see a three-year CAGR of around +20%
due to:

➢ an annual credit growth of +12% to +14% YoY as the
country has continued to pursue expansionary policies
to jump-start its economy after a prolonged lockdown
period in Ho Chi Minh city.

➢ a strong fee income growth of +20% to +30% YoY, from
bancassurance (upfront fees for banks, some of which
are still open for exclusive partnerships with insurance
firms, and commission sharing) and upgraded
(additional) services provided to existing (potential)
clients within expanding ecosystems.

➢ mild NIM improvements as CASA ratio and lending
interest rates are on the rise.

➢ cost saving from digital transformation pushes.

➢ solid provision expenses, perhaps in line with credit
growth, since leading banks such as VCB, CTG, MBB,
and TCB still maintain their loan-loss reserve (LLR) at
considerably high (over 150%).
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Per VNHAM’s comparison, in term of 2021 price return (USD), Vietnam banking sector gained +45.2% while the Vietnam Index
(VN-Index) was a bit behind at +37.4% (figure 1). The outperformance was mainly driven by share prices of joint-stock
commercial banks (JSCBs), whose 2021 weighted return was +86.8% while state-owned commercial banks (SOCBs) managed to
keep up with the index (figure 2).

1.1. Index outperformance
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Figure 1: Price returns (%) of Vietnam banking sector and VN-Index in 2021

Source: VNHAM Research and Bloomberg
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Figure 2: Price returns (%) of JCSBs and VN-Index in 2021

Source: VNHAM Research and Bloomberg
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Per State Bank of Vietnam (SBV), as of 24 December 2021,
the country’s credit increased +13% YTD, which
surprisingly surpassed its 2021 growth target of +12% YoY
and even beat its 2020A growth of +12.1% YoY (figure 3)
regardless of a three-month (from July to October 2021)
strict lockdown due to the fourth Covid-19 wave in Ho Chi
Minh city, which has been the nation’s leading GDP
contributor.

1.2. Strong credit growth even in a Covid-19 pandemic year

Figure 3: Industry annual credit growth from 2015 to 2021

Source: VNHAM Research

Figure 4: 2021 quaterly credit growth breakdown

Source: VNHAM Research
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The robust economy recovery after Ho Chi Minh’s reopening in October 2021 has greatly helped restore credit demands (figure 4
and figure 5). Manufacturing activities, real estate developments, and infrastructure expansions are resuming quickly to catch up
with lost time while the SBV has continued to pursue expansionary policies.
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Figure 5: 4Q2021 new credit ceilings, granted by the SBV 
(most banks exhausted the new growth grants at the end of 2021)
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The expanding NIM was mainly attributed by increasing CASA. In 2021, the industry CASA hopped 2.2 percentage points to 19.9%
from 17.7% in 2020 while previous years did not see such jump (figure 7); thus, cost of capital declined to help counter the
unfavorable interest rate environment (figure 8). The industry funding cost dropped about -75 bps, which was more than the
gross yield decrease of -48 bps in 2021.

The industry NIM might increase approximately +35 bps YoY to arrive at 3.87% in 2021 (2020A: 3.52%) (figure 6) despite of low
interest rates per SBV’s expansionary operations to boost economy recovery post Covid-19.

1.3. Improving NIM amidst a reducing rate environment to sponsor reopening

Figure 6: Industry NIM

Source: VNHAM Research and Fiinpro

Figure 7: Industry CASA

Source: VNHAM Research and Fiinpro Source: VNHAM Research and Fiinpro
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Figure 8: Industry cost of capital
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The corporate bond market grew rapidly to VND 1,200tn
(USD 51.5bn), approximately 19% of the country’s GDP, in
3Q2021, from only 6% in 2017 (figure 9). The fast development
was primarily because of Circular (41) to promote Basel II
compliances. Per Circular 41, real estate firms are assigned a
200% risk weight. As Vietnam banks have limited credit
rooms, granted by the SBV based on their up-to-date
operations, banks have curtailed their direct lending to real
estate developers for risk management. Thus, bond issuances
have become solutions to raise capital for businesses, mostly
real estate ones, that have difficulties in accessing regular
bank credit.
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Additionally, many banks, for instance, such as MBB, TCB, TPB, VPB, and MSB, raised their corporate bond lending proportion
for NIM improvements due to attractive coupon rates, which are greater than traditional lending ones.

1.3. Improving NIM amidst a reducing rate environment to sponsor reopening (2)

Figure 9: Growth of corporate bond market

Source: VNHAM Research and Vietcombank Securities

However, recent Circular (16), being effectively on 15 January 2022, has been expected to decelerate such brisk growth to
ensure credit quality for better and healthier bond market developments. Tightening regulations exert more negative impacts
on issuers (mostly real estate developers) than on buyers (banks and retail clients). Therefore, 2022 might not see bond
issuances as NIM booster.

Main points Purposes

- Banks are not allowed to purchase corporate bonds that will be used 
for one of the reasons as follows:

- Banks must control and improve corporate bond quality.

(1) Debt restructuring for issuers - Financing leveraged buyouts is avoided.

(2) Proceeds to be disbursed by issuers for capital contributions to 
other enterprises or share purchases of other enterprises

- Corporates must use bond funding more appropriately.

(3) Working capital increases for issuers.

- Banks are not allowed to sell corporate bonds to their subsidiaries.

- Banks are not allowed to buy back unlisted corporate bonds, which 
they sold within 12 months.

- The SBV encourages banks to "buy and hold" corporate bonds that they 
help issue rather than act as brokers to sell those bonds to retail clients.

- Bond buybacks might involve credit growth manipulations, which the SBV 
would like to eliminate as much as possible.

Source: SBV

Figure 10: Circular 16 gist
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As Vietnam still has a low banking penetration level (figure 12), digitalization shall continue its highlights in coming years
regarding customer acquisitions, cost cutting, and convenience.

1.4. Continuous efforts to cut operation costs (with digitalization as the main force)

Figure 11: Industry cost-to-income ratio (CIR)

Source: VNHAM Research, Fiinpro, and BIDV Securities

The Vietnam banking system has continuously saved its operating costs via process improvements and IT infrastructure
upgrades (figure 11). Cost optimizations promote banking digitalization, which has become popular after the SBV officially
approved the eKYC (electronic Know Your Customer) approach via Circular 16.
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The pandemic, on a positive note, has further ignited digital transformations as social distances make any actual contact or
meeting inconvenient. With eKYC, banks have started to provide end-to-end services digitally, in which customers are not
required to visit physical branches at any step. Digital onboarding helped attract at least 40% of new banking clients in 2021.
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Source: VNHAM Research, Bloomberg, and Vietcombank Securities

Figure 12: Proportion of population owing bank account in Vietnam and neighboring countries
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1.5. Asset quality under control despite increasing bad debts due to the epidemic

Figure 12: Industry LLR

Source: VNHAM Research and Fiinpro

To cope with increasing impaired loans during and after
the Covid-19 epidemic (and avoid repeating the painful
period from 2011 to 2017 when the industry’s bad debts
piled up at an NPL ratio over 10% vs. under 2% currently),
from 2018, Vietnam banks have actively kept their loan loss
coverage ratios (LLR) increasing to offer strong buffers
against impaired debts in extreme time. The system’s LLR
jumped to 105.2% in 3Q2021 from 85.2% in 2020 (figure 12 and
13).

Source: VNHAM Research and Bloomberg

Figure 13: LLR at Vietnam banks from 2018 to 3Q2021
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VNHAM thinks the restructuring Covid-19 loans will tone down rather fast, thanks to the resilient economy recovery, occurring
in Ho Chi Minh city specifically, and Vietnam generally. Therefore, with its high LLR ratio, mentioned above, Vietnam’s banking
system should have its assets remained healthy after the Covid-19 storm.

1.5. Asset quality under control despite increasing bad debts due to the epidemic (2)

Figure 16: Industry CAR

Source: VNHAM Research, Fiinpro, and SBV

Although restructuring debts surged in 3Q2021 (figure 14) per Circular 03 to stabilize the banking system during the pandemic
by allowing overdue loans because of Covid-19 to stay within their healthy groups (group 1 and 2) instead of falling into impaired
baskets (group 3, 4, and 5) that banks must allocate provisions, the 2021E industry NPL ratio, including restructuring lending,
was around 3.2% (figure 15), just a bit over the 3% threshold, given the country experienced vast hardship in fighting against
Covid-19 in 2021.

Source: VNHAM Research, BIDV Securities, and Viet Capital Securities

Figure 14: Industry restructuring debts as % of gross loans

Furthermore, the industry Basel II CAR (capital adequacy ratio) was at high levels (figure 16), and the ratio of medium-to-long-
term (MTLT) lending over short-term deposits was kept at safe levels (figure 17).
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Figure 15: System NPL ratios
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Figure 17: Industry MTLT lending over short-term deposits
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VNHAM estimates that the nation’s 2022E credit growth might be around +14% to +15% YoY. Vietnam normalization since
October 2021 and the National Assembly’s recently approved economy rescue package of VND 350tn (USD 14.7bn), starting in
2022, shall not only boost private manufacturing/services and public infrastructure building but also enhance consumptions.
Hence, credit demands shall rebound well in all segments including corporate, retail, SME, and state-owned enterprise (SOE)
borrowing.

2.1. Credit growth to remain high while asset quality to improve

Credit structure could be changed since corporate bond issuances might reduce because of tighter regulations, explained
previously in section 1.3.

Bank
Post money 

issuance
Investor type Transaction method

BID 6.32%
- Under public offerings: local individuals, and domestic and foreign institutions
- Under private placement: domestic and foreign institutions

Public offering or
private placement

VCB 6.10% - Domestic and foreign institutions Private placement 
VPB 15.00% - Foreign individuals and institutions Private placement 
MBB 1.82% - Viettel (one of the top three telecom providers in Vietnam) Private placement 
TPB 8.53% - Domestic and foreign institutions Private placement 
LPB 5.25% - Domestic and foreign institutions Private placement 

Figure 18: Capital raising plans of some listed banks in 2022

Source: VNHAM Research

On the credit supply side, capitalization has been strengthened at TPB via its private placement and VPB via its considerably
profitable 49% divestment from Vietnam’s leading finance firm, FE Credit, in 2021. Other banks, for instance, BID, VCB, MBB, VPB,
LPB, and TPB, have planned to improve their capital positions through private placements and/or convertible bond issuances in
2022.

Also, as the system has been prepared well with great buffers to withhold its assets quality through difficult Covid-19 time
(please refer to section 1.5), this trend shall continue into 2022.

Moreover, there might be stricter asset quality supervisions from the SBV, on top of industry supportive measures. For example,
proposals are made to raise risk-weights on real-estate related lending to cool down the real estate market, while another bad
debt resolution to replace the previous one, to be expired on August 15, 2022, has been under discussion for assisting credit
institutions in safely managing both legacy and Covid-19 related impaired loans.
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Although the SBV has still followed loose monetary policy and suggested banks to keep interest rates low, VNHAM expects that
2022E interest rates shall gradually inch up as lending demands should be abundant. Banks will mostly pass these small rate
increases to customers in order to maintain their average NIMs by increasing weight of retail and SME loans due to higher NIMs,
bigger CASA ratios, and no more lending rate cut campaigns. The industry 2022E NIM should be about 4% (2021E: 3.87%, and
2020A: 3.52%, please refer to figure 6)

2.2. NIM to slightly expand

The 2022E industry CIR shall be leaner at 35.7% per consensus (2021E: 37.1%, and 2020A: 39.2%). Banking digital transformations,
which all Vietnam banks are implementing, has been the main driving force for slimmer CIRs. As Covid-19 has changed customer
behaviors, convenience and virtualness are preferred; and digitalization has been the answer.

2.3. Reducing CIR to enhance bottom lines 

In 2022, STB, TCB, and VPB will re-negotiate exclusive bancassurance contracts with Dai-ichi Life, Manulife, and AIA, respectively
while CTG will finalize its contract with Manulife. HDB and LPB might also sign new exclusive contracts in 2022. Upfront fees are
often sizable. For instance, CTG is said to receive a total upfront fee of VND 8,000bn (USD 343mm), to be paid in five years. As a
result, banks have been aggressive in cross-selling insurance contracts. Thus, the contribution from bancassurance commission
fees to NFI should expand in coming years (present industry figure: 15%).

2.4. Net fee income (NFI) to grow stronger because of bancassurance
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There shall be FOL increases at selected JSCBs per the European Union - Vietnam Free Trade Agreement (EVFTA), which states
that in five years following the effective date on 01 August 2020, Vietnam must allow two European credit institutions to own up
to 49% of two Vietnamese banks. EVFTA specifically carves out BID, CTG, VCB, and Agribank, which are SOCBs.

2.5. Potential FOL increases at private banks to bring the industry more attentions

Per VNHAM, STB might be one of the EVFTA candidates since, presently, about 32.5% of the bank’s outstanding shares are held
as collaterals for impaired loans, which were transferred to Vietnam Asset Management Company (VAMC). Thus, VAMC currently
supervises such largest STB stake, in which there might have been (both domestically and internationally) domiant financial
groups showing keen interests. Since this stake is over the current 30% FOL threshold applied to local banks, this future sale
could be seen as one of the two special EVFTA exemptions.

Regarding to FOL at SOCBs, the Decision on 2 July 2021 requires the government to still own at least 65% of voting shares at
SOCBs for the period from 2021 to 2025. Therefore, FOL increases for SOCBs (rather than private banks) remain silent.
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Post Covid-19, the country’s banking industry might even deliver a bit higher earning growth of +29.9% YoY in 2022E (2021E:
+27.4% YoY) per VNHAM and consensus due to Vietnam’s healthy economy recovery and supportive policies, along with banks’
risk-averse management and operation optimizations.

2.6. Attractive 2022E earning growth

Figure 19: Annual earning growth in 2021E, 2022E, and 2023F
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Although Vietnam’s banking industry P/B figure has relatively been higher than those of its neighboring nations (figure 20), its
valuation remains sound, given i) its considerable 2022E earning growth (please refer to section 2.6), ii) outstanding return on
equity (ROE) (figure 21), and iii) high return on asset (ROA) (figure 22).

2.7. Reasonable valuation

Figure 20: Vietnam’s industry P/B and those of its neighbors

Source: VNHAM Research and Bloomberg
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Figure 21: Vietnam’s industry ROE and those of 
its neighbors

Figure 22: Vietnam’s industry ROA and those of 
its neighbors

Source: VNHAM Research Source: VNHAM Research
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